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It has long been known tliat magnetic metals change

7
their dimensions when magnetized. Begvin by Joule the study

of these changes has taken the attention of many careful in-

3
vestigators, whose work, especially that of Bidwell, has es-

tablished the following facts with regard to the phenomena

observed.

HISTORICAL Sm0..1ARY.

IRON : If subjected to an increasing magnetic field iron

at first elongates in a direction parallel to the direction

of its magnetisation, mo:*--:! rapidly than in p:*oportion to the

magnetizing field, reaches a maxLmiim length, and then contract?

nearly in proportion to the magnetizing field, to less than

its original length. As the strength of the field is great-
;

ly increased, the contraction shov/s signs of reaching a limit,

which was reached by one of Bidwell 's specimens at about

H = 1250. The absolute value of the change in length va-

ries with different specimens, but is qualitatively the same

in all.

3JL, ;i

If tension is applied to the iron, the initial

elongation is decreased, and a great enough tension destroys
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alone, he considered the metal as under a mechanical stress

I B^
equal to "T^ and therefore, having suffered a purely mechan-

ical contraction proportional to -rrs: . He therefore measured

Young 8 modulus and the induction B, deduced this mechanical

contraction, and added it with positive sign, to his curves

H

between change in length, and I the magnetization. It was

known that Young s modulus for iron changed v/hen the
I

iron was magnetized, but Dr. More showed that he could neglect

the small connection due to this cause, when the tension in

the wire was small. His curves for the wire under the mimi-

miom tension used, are given below. The upper one is intended

to show the relation between change in length and magnet iza-

tion alone, and is obtained by applying the -rrr correction
IT

to the lower one, which is the unconnected relation as observ-

ed. Both curves shov^ that as the magnetization increases the

length increases, at first slov/ly, then more rapidly reaching

a maximiin shortly before saturation, when the wire begins sud-

denly to contract quite rapidly and the curve falls in an al-

most vertical straight line. The-r=: correction merely

II
raises the curve without changing its general shape. There

is however, considerable doubt as to the propriety of this
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correction.

The careful v/ork of Bidwell, principally, and also the re-

sults to be given presently, show that the contraction of iron,

after saturation is reached, is for a time at least, proporti-

Inal to the magnetizing force.

Bidwell s experiments with very strong fields, also show

that the contraction approaches a limiting value asymptotic all jn

In other words, the retraction curve, after saturation, is

first a descending straight line, and then becomes curved with

its concave side upv/ard. The curve of ^— plotted to H con-

stantly rises, but is convex upward where the retraction curve

lis straight, and concave upward where tiii inductions are large.

If therefore that part of the change in length which is not duel

to the magnetization, were a contraction proportional to "S^

\

the contraction that immediately follows saturation should be

I
less than proportional to the field; i. e. that part of the

contraction curve that immediately follows saturation, should

|be concave upward, while experiments show it t o be straight.

Also, for very strong fields, the rapid increase in -r:^ should

Imake the contraction more rapid than in proportion to the fiel^^

i. e. the contraction curve should finally curve downward.

The work of Bidwell, already cited shows the reverse -o be the
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factt Finally, if the change in length were due to change in

I and in -rrp
^
Dr. more's curve as coi-recced, should come to an

end, at a point given by the niaxiinun elongation as ordinate,

and msximim magnetization as abscissa. In reality his curve

falls almost perpendicularly at the point where it should come

to an end, showing that beyond this point, the change in length

is independent of both the magnetization and of -^ , It

seems therefore, reasonable to assume that the change in

length is also independent of ——
, before this point is reached,

5 '

'

OBJECT OF INVESTIGATION.

The following investigation was undertaken at the

suggestion of Dr. Ames, with the original purpose of studyini^

iron, nickel, cobalt, and bismuth, and in the hope that a tab-

ulation of Younn;'s modulus alon?^ with induction, permeability,

field strength, and magnetization, as well as the change in

i:

I
length of each, would show enough connection between some of

these quantities, to explain the phenomena. It was hov/ever,

impossible to get bismuth and cobalt in the form of wire; hence

the investigation is confined to iron and nickel. Also, on

accovint of the many set-backs in getting the apparatus to
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work satisfactorily In its necessary surroundings, and owing

to tlie short time available, It has been possible to inves-

tigate only one specimen of each metal. This is especially

to be regretted, since the results differ unexpectedly, and

in an important manner from any given by previous investiga-

tors.

DESCRIPTION OP APPARATUS AND METHOD OP OBSERVATION.

The apparatus in its general features was suggested

by Prof. Ames, and is the same as that used by Dr. More last

year, ir- carrying out some ideas of Prof. Rowland on the

subject. These ideas, in general -vere, that the change in

the length of the bar should be expressed in terms of the

magnetization and not in terms of the magnetizing force; that

only the change of length at the center of the bar, where

the magnetization was uniform, should be observed; and that

a correction for the shortening of the bar, due to the force

A.
S-rr

cis of the phenomenon.

might be applied when one desired to make an analy-

The tilting mirror was Invented by Prof. Rowland, and

described by him to Prof. Barrett in 1875, and it was used





by Prof. Bari-'ett in his subsequent expei-iments on this sub-

ject.

The apparatus is shown in figrures 1 and 2. The wire

was encased in a brass tube, a, fig. 1, open at the upper

end, and closed at the lower end by a brass plug b. At thfe

top was a bracket c, supporting a lever d, and a projecting

ann e.

The wire experimented on passed up through the brass

ll

plug b, in which it was tightly fastened by a set- screw, was

held concentric in the tube by a loosely fitting cork f, in

the open end of the tube, carried tightly scre-.ved to it im-

meditiiely above the cork, a brass hook g, and finally passed

to the support above, thus cnrryi^'g the load of the tube

and bracket. The hook g, screwed to the wire, made a

knife-edge connection with the short arm of the lever d,

which was supported on knife-edges by bracket c.

The projecting arm e, of the bracket, passed out under









and parallel tc the lonp; arm of the lover d,and had its extrem-

' ity bent up, so that this extremity and the upper surface of the

end of the lever, lay near together and in the s^mie plane,

when at rest. A small brass table h, furnished with three

legs made of needle points about three mm. apart, was placed

on the end of the lever, so that two of its legs rested in a

scratch in the lever end, while the third leg rested on the

raised extremity of the projecting arm of the bracket.

This little three legged table carried a bit of plane

glass mirror, in which a vertical scale was observed by means

of a telescope.

It is evident that any change in the length of the part

of the wire between the set-screws in the plLig b, and the hook

g, must change the inclination of the lever d, and tilt the

mirror at h.

If L = length of long arm of lever,

1 = " " short " " "

d — distance from one leg of the brass table to the

line joining the other tv/o, bearin- on the lever
\

end.

D =^ distance from scale to mirror.

L ^^^
Then the multiplying power of the apparatus is -—

X

1 ct
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L =- linv cnJ. =- . 477 d = .3365 D =- 147.6

Therefore multiplying power is ^//>7 /
V 7. 6 2 ^ im^z

scale reading
Hence 1. \ l^ lo 1. gives the actual changes in the

length of the wire.

It was possible under good conditions, to read to one

tenth of a millimeter, corresponding to an actual change in

length, of .000000466 cm. The length of the wire between

fastenings = 70 cm.

It was therefore possible to detect vvith a fair degree ''

of certainty, changes in the unit length as small as .0000000066.

or .one part in 150,000,000

The hollow brass tube a, containing the wire, and sup-

ported by it, was placed inside a vertical solenoid a^fig. 2

considerably greater in length than the tube itselfi, thus

bringing the set screws in b, and g^ fig. 1, well v;ithin the mag^

netic pcl3s of the wire studied. The wire of the solenoid

was wound on a brass tube, inside which another brass tube

was placed, thus forming a jacket between the wire of the

coil carrying the magnetizing current^ and the suspended

tube containing the specimen st idied. A stream of cold water

was kept flowing in this jacket, so that it took some time for
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the heating of the current to afiect the reading in the tele-

scope.

The strength of the field was 45.7 c. g. s. per ampere,

for weak fields the magnetizinr; c-urr3nt was measured by a

Weston mil-ammeter, and regulated by water and copper sulphate

resistance. For strong fields, the current v/as measured by

a Weston ammeter of greater capacity reading to 1/100 of an

ampere, and was regulated by an iron wire resistance. The

current v/as obtained from the storage cells of the laboratory,

and could be kept very constant.

The induction in tho wire was measured by the

'method of increasing reversals. In the case of the iron, a

paper cylinder, wound with two hundred turns of fine copper

wire connected with a Rowland-d'Arsonval galvanometer » was

slipped over the wire and placed midway between the ends of

the tube ajfig. 1.

For the nickel, instead of using the paper cylinder, a

thin coating of sealing-wax was first applied, over v/hich were

wound four hundrod turns of fine silk covered wire, connected

with the galvanometer .

The lower end of the wire studied, was provided with a

weight carrier bjfig, 2 so that weights could be added and

r
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measurements taken of Younf^'c modulus. The stretchinr: weight,

or rider c weighing 46.9 grams consisted of a piece of brass

tubing about 3 cm in diameter and the same in length.

One side was cut axially, so that it could be applied

without removing the weight carrier. Two loops of copper

j wire were soldered to opposite sides of this rider, and through

those passed light wire hooks suspended by strings which pass-

I
ed through tv;o small pulleys one on each side of the stretched

wire and about lo5 cm from it. Above the pulleys, the

strings were united into a single one d, and carried to the

table where the readings were taken, and there fastened.

The length of this string was such that when fully extend

ed the rider was supported by the weight-carrier, and the

supporting hooks just sv/ung free of the dide loops. When it

was desired to remove the rider, the string dv/as drav/n aside

and held by a tack in the table, v/hich kept the rider freely

suspended about 3 mm. above the weight carrier.

Great difficulty v/as experienced in getting trust-worthy

results from an apparatus of such delicacy.

The induction measurements could be made at any time,

but the length and modulus measvirements had to be made between

two and four in the morning, when the traffic of the city was——— ——- ^i ——— /
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less thar. a any other timo, and even then, the effect of the

Marc^ winds upon the building was a sore trial to the patienc?

causing vibrations sometimes sufficient to completely blur the

image of the scale. A very important source of error, was

of course found to be that due to the heating of the current

in the coil. It v/as finally found necessary to read only

instantaneous changes of length, both for the elongation

curve, and for the change in Young's moduliis. /--

—

In measuring Young's modulus there seemed to be an in-

stantaneous elongation upon applying the rider, followed more

or less continuously by a slow increase in the reading, show-

ing an apparent viscosity of the metal. On account of the

heating, it was impossible to v/ait for the modulus reading to

become constant, but the instantaneous elongation was guessed

at as nearly as possible and though of course much too small to

give the usual value of Young's modulus, and also too irregular

to be of any quantitative value, was still near enough what '

it should have been^to shov/ the approximate position of the

modulus curve. In any case, whatever the modulus curve may
II

be, the elongation and retraction curve seems to be independetit

of it, so that accuracy in this respect is not vital. It

[
was also the exception to have the apparatus free from vibra-
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tions, though its supports rested in boxes of saw-dust e^fig.

2, and the whole placed on brick piers built up from the

f^roimd. But fortxmately the nir^ht on which the first iron

curve was taken was unusually quiet, and all the conditions

most favorable, as the results seem to show, since a smooth

curve can be drawn through nearly all the points obtained.

The wires were annealed before being set up, and demag-

netized by an alternating current before each set of measure-

ments.

The elongation curves were taken as follows :

A reading was taken through the telescope, the magnetizing

current then increased a small amount and another reading

taken immediately. The process was then repeated v/ithout

turning off the current, and carried from zero current to

between 6 and 7 amperes, or a field of about 300.

(The current had to be turned off twice during each set

of measurements, to allow a change in the voltage applied,

which on account of high resistance of the solenoid and the

low resistance of the rheostats obtainable, had to be varied

between 20 and 100 volts. No harmful effects on the results

could be detected.) iTo readings could be repeated, since

I
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the alternator sui^plying the current used to demagnetize the

wire, was not kept running at nif^ht . Two sets of curves

I
were taken, the first when the wire carried only the weight

of the apparatus, ^'-iving a tension of 53 kg. per sq. cm.

in the case of the iron, and of 30 kg. per sq. cm. in case of

the nickel, the second v;hen the load on the wire was increased

to 323 kg. per sq. cm. in the iron, and to 179 kg. per sq.

cm. in the nickel. The temperature remained fairly constant

e

somewhere in the neif^hborhood of 9 C.

RESULTS',

I', IRON . Tension = 53 kg. per sq. cm.

The iron v;ire was one of ordinary commercial iron,

number 19 Stubs gauge, diameter = .105 cm.

The elongations are civen in Table I, and plotted to

H In Plate I, aid to I in Plate V.
f

Values of Young's Modulus are given in Table la,

and plotted to H in Plate I, and to I in Plate V.

All the magnetic quantities are given in Table lb

and plotted to H in Plate I, and to I in plate V.
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a. ) ELOrTGATION: f

The elongation curve for the iron wire given

in Table and Plate I is the most suggestive of any of those

taken. It is peculiar in showing an initial c ontract ion .

A glance at the curve is a much better description than can be;

put into words. It will be noticed that the initial con-

traction, while increasing, increases more rapidly than in

proportion to the magnetizing 'force, and reverses quite abrupt-

ly at the value of H at which the magnetization curve be?;;iias

to be convex upward, and at v/hich the permeability also changes

abruptly from an increase to a decrease. The length be-ins

at this point to increase quite rapidly but less tlian in pro-

portion to H. After regaining the original length, the wire

continues to elongate to a maximum, and then contracts again

in the way observed by Bidwell, More and others. This curve

is the last and best of four sets of measurements, which for

various reasons had t o be discarded, but in all of which the

initial contraction was observed.

This initial contraction can be very satisfactorily ex-

plained on the well known theory that particles of the metal

rotate when the metal is magnetized.

The last part of this cui've, seems to nhow that the
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wire suffers a contraction directly proportioned to H after

saturation is reached. It has been asnxuned therefore, that

the change in len?^th is equal to the change produced by the

magnetization alone, plus a constant times H; or expressed

in symbols ^^ _ . ^^^

'TT^^LJi ^ ; where y

the slope of the straight part of the curve and is negati.ve. To

separate out that part of the elongation due to the magneti-

zation alone we have SLl ^ii_ yH .

If each ordinate of

table I is increased by H v/e obtain table V, the results of

which are plotted in Fig. 3. A relation between elongation

and magnetization is taken from this curvo^ as in table VI . and

plotted in Fig. 4.

b.) CHANGE IN YOUNG'S MODULUS.

The points of the curve are seen to be a good deal

scattered^ but serve well enough the purposes of this paper.

There is a total increase of about 30X, the maximum being

reached at about saturation, followed by a decrease to nearly

the original value at H=s300. A comparison between the

curves for YoLing's Modulus and for elongation, seems to show
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that they are not connected.

II, IRON tension = 323 kg per sq. cm.

Same wire as in I.

The elongations are .'^iven in table Il^and plotted

to H in Plate II.

Values of Yovmg's Modulus are given in Table II a^and

plotted to H in Plate II.

All the magnetic quantities are f^iven in Table Ilb^and

plotted to H in Plate II.

a) ELONGATION,

This elongation cxu^ve adds nothiiig, except that

i

a small increase in tlie tension of the wire, almost annuls the

initial contraction, increases the elongation, and final con-
,

tract ion.

b

)

YOU!IG'S MODULUS.

This as mip;ht be expected, shows a greater

change under the increased load, the percentage increase beingj

about the same, but the final value only about 80X of the

original value.
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Ill, KICKEL:_ Tension = 30 Kg, per sq, cm.

Wire obtained from Eimer & Amend of New York,

NTomber 15 American gauge, diam = 143 cm.

Elongations are given in table III ^ and plotted to H in

plate III, and to I in Plate VI.

Values of Young's Modulus are n:iven in table III a^and

plotted to H in Plate III, and to I in Plate VI.

All the magnetic quantities nrc r:iven in Table III b and

plotted to H in Plate III, and to I in Plate VI.

a.) ELONGATION;

The wire increased in lon.'-th, at first

more rapidly, then more slov/ly than in proportion to the mag-

netizing field, reachinri: a maximian lenc:th just before the point|

of maximum permeability. Contraction then be::an soon bring-

ing the wire to its original length, and continued much more

rapidly than in the iron, and in proportion to the magnetiz-

ing force, vintil saturation was approached, when the decrease

in length began to be less than in proportion to the magnet-

izing force, and so continued till the end of the experiment

at about H =300.
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The curve, however, offers no opportunity for the

separation of the part of the elongation due to raafjnetization

alone, from that part due to the magnetizing force.

b.) YOUNG'S MOD JLUS.

The modulus curve shows an increase

of about 26X with the maximum nearly coincident with maximum

elongation, followed by a gradual decrease to about 80X of

its original value'. This curve, though it suggests that the

change in Young's modulus may be due to the change in the mol-

ecular arragement, nevertheless shows that the change in

length is not at all due to the change in the modulus. For

while an increase in the modulus might cause contraction, it

certainly could not cause expansion, and similarly, a decrease

in Young's modulus might cause expansion, but not contraction.

IV. NICKEL : tension ==- 179 Kg. per sq. cm.

Same v/ire as in III.

r





Elongations are given in Tablo IV, and plotted to H in

Plato IV.

Values of Yoiing's ModulLis are given in Table IVa and

plotted to H in Plate Iv.

All the magnetic quantities are given in Table IV b and

plotted to H in Plate IV.

a. ) eloiigation :

The small increase in the tension of the

wire seems to cause a decrease in the initial expansion, quitej|

analogoixs to the decrease in the initial contraction in the

ease of iron.

Bidv/ell's v/ork on the effect of tension on the contrac-

tion of nickel, shovys that in strong fields, as the tension is

!l

increased, the contraction at first increases, and then de-

creases, v/hich is analogous to the increase and subsequent -

!

decrease in the elongation of iron, produced by increasing

tension.

b.) YOUITG'S laODULUS:

The modulus curve does not seem to be

materially altered by the increased tension.
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DISCUSSION OP KEHULTS'.

IKON:

The curves of Plate I and Fig. 3 afford a striking'

10

verification of Web'^r's theory that the molecules of iron

I
rotate v/hen magnet iz3d, which has been elaborated by Maxv/ell

indicate
and Ewin':, and that this rotation is the common cause of both

the magnetization and elongation.

Thus, suppose the metal to be made up of, or to contain
,,

small particles of oblong shape, and magnetized in the direc-

tion of their length. Tako any plane section of the v/ire at

right angles to its axis. If there is no magnetization of

the iron, the particles in this section may be supposed to be

pointing in all directions, thus magnetically neutralizing

one another. Now suppose that all these particles, with

their directions kept unchanged, are moved so that their South

poles coincide. There will thu.s be formed a spherical pencil

of rays, each ray a small magnet, with the south poles at the

center and the north poles in the surface, as in the figure,

where all the south poles are at

section. section and the

\>y c, d.





force is now applied in the direction of the arrov/, the par-

ticles, radii in the ficuro, will rot;'.te, as shown. If the ''

ends of the particles are in some way connected to the metal,

this rotation should produce a change in the thickness of the

section, proportional to the stim of the changes in the cosines

of the angles made by the particles with the axis. For a weak

field the rotations should be small -^ut those particles that
|i

|i

originally pointed dovmward, as o a, o b, should turn more

than those in the upper hemisphere, since in the lov/or herais-

p

phere the turning moments increase as the particles turn,

while in the upper hemisphere, they decrease. The change in
j

the arit'rjTietical value of the cosines in the lower hemisphere

is negative, but of those in the upi^er, positive. Hence a

small magnetizing force should produce a contraction of the |

v/ire. Also, on acco-ont of the increasing moments in

the lov/er hemisphere, the v;ire should contract more rapidly

than in proportion to the magnetizing force, until what might i;

be called the "average particle" has passed the horizontal

position, when the sign of the changes in length should

abruptly reverse, and the vdre elongate, gradually approaching

a maximum length v/hich should be reached at saturation, when
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the particles are supposed to have become parallel. If the

above is correct, it should be possible to find a connection
ll

between the elongation and masnetization cvirves. This cannot

be done of course without knov/ing somethinp; not only of the

j

shape of the particles, but also, of the lav; by which they

resist turning. But a comparison between the tv/o ctirves can

be made thus: Consider the part of the magnetization curve

that is concave upward, i.e. from K=Ojto H- 2,'i5'. It in evi-]

dent that before that magnetization is reached that corre-

sponds to H=2.V5', I increases more rapidly than in proportion

to H. Now in the theory given above, each particle is sup-

posed to turn iinder the influence of a magnetizing force and

contribute to the total magnetization, an amount proportional

to the change in the cosine of the an^le formed by it, v/ith

the perependicular. If the particle is bolow the horizontal,

it will ttir-n under an increasing monent , :.nd the change in

magnetization due to it, will be greater than in proportion to

the txirning force. If the particle is above the horizontal

the change in magnetization due to it, will be less than in

proportion to the tiirning force. Conversely, since the mag-

netization up to H = 2.'<s'^ inci'oases more rapidly than in pro-

portion to the magnetizing force, the average motion of the

2?.-





particles must be below the horizontal. But the contribution

of each particle to the change in length, is also ^iven by the

change in the cosine oi' its an^^le, is ne-ative if the particle

is below, positive if above the horizontal. Hence the mag-

netization eui^ve, if plotted with its sign changed, as far as

H'* 2,'iS', should resemble the elongation curve up to that point, m

Nov/ consider the magnetization curve between K — 2*HS( and H=2.93.

This part is qiiite straight, which shov;s that the change in |i

magnetization is proportional to the force, i.e. that the

average motion of the particles is in the horizontal. But

hero the positive changes in the cosine just balsjice the neg-

ative changes, and we should get no change in length.

Continuing from H = 2.93the magnetization curve is convex

upward, showing that the average motion of the particles is

above the horizontal. Kence the elongation curve and mag-

netization curve should be similar beyond H = 2.93.

If I' the value of I at H = 2.^^,and I" the value of I at

H= 2.95 the comparison curve already carried to H = 2.93might

be continued from this point by plotting ordinates equal to

I- !•- I'. Now the elongation, when the average motion is

above the horizontal, should be very much greater than the

contraction taking place when the average motion is below the
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horizontal, since in the foi-raer case a majority of the parti-

cles work together. The elongation ordinates should be there

fore, probably anywhere from two,* to five or six times greater

than the contraction ordinates. If they are taken
|

twice as great, and the comparison curve is continued from

H=2.9^ by plotting ordinates given by 2(1-- I") - I'^we

get the ctirve given Un table Vll^.and Fig. 5, The similarity

betv;een this ciirve and the elongation curve is evident enough

to make it seem probable that if we knev; the law by which the

particles resisted turning, we could, ' v/ithout any guess work,

construct from the magnetization curve, one that would approx-

imate very closely to the elongation ciirve. It seems there-

fore, that the elongation curve of Plate I proves quite

clearly that the initial contraction, elongat ion^and magnet-

i
•

" ization, are all due to the sajue cause, namely, the actual

I
rotation of particles in the metal.

L The straight part of the curve does not seem to suggest

any specific positive conclusion , except that already given,

that the part of the contraction not due to the magnetization

is proportional to H up to a certain limit. Some negative

I

conclusions hov/ever are quite evident. The strain in the
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metal produced by the magnetic field, after saturation, can-

not be like an ordinary mechanical one, for since, within the

elastic limit, strains are proportional to stresses, the

curve should continue straight for the strongest fields at-

tainable v/ith a solenoid, or if it curved at all, it should

be concave dovmward. Bidv/ell has shown however, that after

a certain strength of field has been passed, the contraction

is less than in proportion to the field, and for the specimen

he used, ceased entirely at about H "= 1250, the curve beyond

this point bein<'5 horizontal. To conclude therefore, the

initial contraction, and subsequent elongation are due to the

rotation of particles in the iron, and the final contraction,

whatever may be its cause, is not an ordinary mechanical

I

strain, and is not, as one would expect from the equations of

Maxv/ell, and from experiments on magnetic tractive force,

proportional to ~rr- •

The effects of a small increase in tonsion, upon the eloa

gation due to magnetization as shown in Plate II, namely,

decrease in the initial contraction and increase in the

elongation, are what one v/ould e>cpect, if there is any loose-

ness of the particles, as must be the case, if they can ro-

tate. It is, however, hard to see why tension should in-

crease the final contraction.
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II, nickel :

The explanation of the elonf^ation curves for

Nickel, plates III and IV, is not so easy as in the case of the

iron. If the particles were flattened, instead of elongated,

in the direction of their magnetic axes, their rotation v/ould

combine with the contraction proportional to the field, to

make up the curve as far as H=90. Since however, the ulti-

mate effect of the rotation would be contraction, and what

mi'"'-ht be called the magnetic elastic limit, is approached so

early, it would be impossible to separate out the change due

to uhe rotation alone, for comparison with the magnetization

curve.

The effects of a small increase in the tension of the

wire, namely, decrease in the initial expansion, and, accord-

ing to Bidwell, increase in the final contraction, seem to

complete the analogy between the phenomena shovm by iron and

nickel, provided the particles of the latter are flattened in

the direction of their magnetic axes.
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DISCREPANCIES BETV7EEN THESE RESULTS AITD

THOSE OP OTHERS.

In the case of iron, it has been impossible to find

in the work of other investigators, any mention of an initial

contraction, like that shovm in Table and Plate I.

Similarly in the case of nickel, it has been impossi-

ble to find any record of an initial elongation like that

shown in Tab'e and Plate III. In the figures given by More,

in his work on iron, the .veakest field used is 4.6, at which'

str'ingth of field, the iron wire of Plate I has more than

regained its original length. It is however, hard to see

why these initial effects are not recorded in the extensive

work of Bidwell. Many of his tables show initial fields

weak enough to produce the initial contraction in iron, and

initial expansion of nickel. His remarks on the peculiari-

ties sho'7n by annealed specimens of iron, sugi'^^est that the

annealing to which the specimens exami-^ed in this paper were

subjected, put them in a condition to show the unusual ini-

tial effects, and that if Bid'vell had given more attention to

his annealed specimens, and examined them with weaker fields

and lighter loads, the initial contraction of iron, and ex-

pansion of nickel, would not have escaped his notice. ,
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The resialts for iron shown in Tables and plate I are

also shown in Plate V, but plotted to magnetization, Instead

of magnetizing field. The great differences between the

elongation curve and the uncorrected curve of Dr. More

already given, are obvious, and illustrate what great dif-

ferences may be shown by tv/o different specimens, though

studied v/ith the same apparatus.

plate V shows better perhaps, than Plate I, how

greatly the change in length is affected by the magnetizing

field, after the change due to the magnetization has prac-

tically ceased.

Tslate VI shows the results for nickel of Tables and

plate III, plotted to I instead of H, but does not seem to

throw any additional light upon the matter.





SUJ.nvIi\RY OF RESULTS.

IRON . The phenomena observed were:

1, The wire showed an initial contraction when

magnetized, contracting more rapidly than in proportion to

the magnetizing field. At about the point where the magne-

tization increases most rapidly and the permeability is

greatest, this contraction ceased and tlie wire began to ex-

pand, more slowly than in proportion to the magnetizing

field, till the maximxam was reached in the neighborhood of

satiii-p.tion. . The wire then contracted in direct proportion

to the magnetizing field, up to H = 250, when the experiment

was brought to an end.

2, The instantaneous modulus of elasticity was found

to increase over 30X reaching a maximxim at saturation, but

decreased again to nearly its original value at about

H 300.

3, A small increase in the tension of the wire reduced

the initial contraction, did not appreciably change the per-

centage increase in the modulus, but the final decrease in

the modulus left it at only aoout 80X of its original value.
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CONCLUSIONS:

1* The initial decrease in the length of the wire,

and the elongation^are explained as due to the rotation of

particles in the metal.

2, The final contraction is not an ordinary mechanical

strain, is not proportional to -^ , but is proportional to

the magnetizing field.

3, The change in the modulus seems to have nothing to

do with the change in length.

NICKEL. PHENOMENA OBSERVED.

1* The nickel v/ire when magnetized, increased in

length, at first more rapidly, then more slowly than in pro-

portion to the magnetizing field, reaching a maximxim length

just before the point v/here the permeability was greatest.

Contraction then began, soon bringing the wire to its orig-

inal length, and continued much more rapidly than in the i-

ron, and in proportion to the magnetizing force, until sat-

uration was approached, when the decrease in length began to

be less than in proportion to the masneti-^.ing force, and so

continued till the experiment was ended, at about H= 300..

2. The instantaneous modulus of elasticity increased

about 2&yi reaching a maximum at about the same field as that
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of the rr.aximum elongation, and then fell lo about 30/ii of

its original value at about H 300.

3, A small increase in the tension of the wire

reduced th-^ original expansion, the inci^ease in the modulus

was about 23^ and its final value 88^ of its orir:inal

valu?,

CONCLUSIONS.

1. The results for nickel are not so easily ex-

plained as those for iron. They do not, however, con-

flict at all with those for iron, but confirm, though not

very definitely, the conclusions drawn therefrom.

2, The chan.";e in the modulus does not seem Lo

have anything to do with the change in lenrth.

I ought to say that the conclusions drawn in this paper,

are entirely my own, and must not be taken as involving

the opinion of anyone connected with this University.





In closmr; I v/ould express most hearty thanks to

Dr. Ames, for his kindness and help throu-^hout this v/oi'k, and

to Professor Rowland, for his consideration and suggestions.

Johns Hopkins University, May, 1896,
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TABLE III. Nickel

.Tension in wire = 3o Kg, per sq. cm.^

K -^^'^

.59

.78

1.05

1.37

2.10

3.38

4.57

5.12

5.48

11.02

L
.67

.67

1.33

2.00

6.00

12.65

18.64

19.97

21.30

6.35 26.63

7,54 33.28

9.25 41.27

46.59

12.39 51.92

42.97 -320.16

49.69 -433.32

58.52 -566.44

64.37 -679.59

70.40 -779.44

8' .77 -992.43

101.04 -1152.2

119.32 -1333.2

146.74 -16G0.7

170. o2 -1848.4

206.17 -20G1.4

242.29 -2234.5

315.44 -2488.7

r

14.22 52.58

16.23
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Table IV.

V/ire under tension of l7fK[: per sq. cm

K





TABLE IV a

Values of the modulus.
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TABLE V.

H
1.1

1.65

2.24

3,02

3.34

3.66

£lon_~ations of Tabl? 1 due to m-^cnetization alone. Vrl
cr- tt-rro.. ir— Cr B-CT

.90

8.91

SL
)i!0

L
-3.99

-6.66

-10.65

-21.30

-20.63

-13.98

47.92

10.29 53.92

-1.81

-3.40

-6.21

-15.31

-14.01

-6.72

3.93









PLATES AND DIAGRAJllS.

Plate 1, Iron. Curves of change in length, magnetization,

permeability, induction, and Young's modulus, all plot-

ted to H.

Tensile stress 53 kg, per sq. cm,

Plate 1. Enlarged. Enlargement of first part of elongation

and magnetization curves of Plate 1.

Plate 11. Iron. Curves of change in length, magae tization,

permeability, iriduction, and Young's modulus, plotted

to H.

Tensile stress 323 kg. per sq. cm.

Plate 111. Nickel. Curves of change in length, magnetiza-

tion, induction, permeability and Young's modulus,

plotted to H. Tensile stress 30 kg, per sq, cm.

Plate IV. Nickel. Curves of change in length, magnetiza-

tion, induction, permeability, and Young's modulus, plot-|

ted to H. Tensile stress 179 kg. per sq. cm.

Plate V. Iron. Curves of change in length, permeability.

Young's Modulus, and magnetizing field, plotted to I.

Tensile stress 53 kg. per sq, cm.

Plate VI. Nickel. Curves of change in length, permeability

Young's modulus, and magnetizing field, plotted to I,

Tensile stress 30 kg. per. sq, cm'.





Figure 3. Iron, Curves of change in length due to magnet-

ization alone, plotted to II. tensile stress 53kg. per,

sq. cm. First part enlarged.

Fig. 4. Iron, Curve of change in length due to magneti-

zation alone, plotted to magnetization, tensile stress

53 kg, per. sq, cm.

Fig. 5. Comparison curve, constructed from magnetization

curve of Plate 1, and plotted to H. showing similarity

to Elongation curve of Fig. 3,
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